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We completely characterize those distributive lattices which can be obtained as elementary 
substructure lattices of models of Peano arithmetic. Stated concisely: every plausible distribu- 
tive Mice occurs abundantly. Our proof employs the notion of a strongly definable type in 
many variables. With slight modifications the method also yields a characterization of those 
distributive lattices which can be obtained uniformly hy Gaifman’s methods oi definable and 
end extensional l-types. As :J special case this gives another proof of two conjectures involving 
finite distributive lattices and models of arithmetic posed by Gaifman and initially proved by 
Schmurl. We also show that every minimal type (in the sense of Gaifman) satisfies a strong 
partitton property which we will call being “uniformly Ramsey”. 
Given a lattice D a natural question (for a model theorist) is, “Does there exist 
a nonstandard model N of Peano arithmetic such that the lattice of elementary 
substructures of N is isomorphic to D ?” To be precise about this question we 
establish the following terminology. Let L be any first order language whose 
symbols include 0, 1, +, -, <. By Peano arithmetic for L we mean the theory PA 
of L which has as its axioms the usual first order axioms for the arithmetic and 
order of nonnegative integers plus the induction schema 
vji(0(0)nvx(e(x) * 0(x + I)) + Vx0(x)) 
for all formulas f3(x, 9)~ L. It will be convenient to assume also that t contains 
the “least number operator” p. Thus @9(x, y) is to be viewed as a term of I_. with 
free variables 9, and PA has an axiom schema codifying the intended interpreta- 
tion of these terms. It will be clear that all of our results remain valid for 
languages without p,, since the p-terms are definable in PA. 
In general we will use the letters f, g, h, F, G, H to denote terms of L, while 
644, & cr will be used to denote formulas of L. When we write 8(x0,. . . , x,,) it is 
implied that all the free variables of 6 occur among x0, . . . , x,,. A sentence is a 
* With the exception of Section 6, the contents of this paper are drawn from the author’s doctoral 
dissertation, completed at the University of California, Berkeley, 1977. The author is particuiarly 
grateful to his advisor, Leo Harrington, for many helpful discussions on the subject matter of this 
paper. 
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formula without fret variables. However. merely writing “8” without indicating 
any free variables does not iniply that (1 is a sentence. Similar ren-rlrks apply to 
tcrnis. 
We will occasionally use th..: letter C for the quantifier “thci, c.rist cofinally 
many”. Thus l-CU++Vy3x(?r > y A O), where y does not occur free in 8. 
Our notation will not distinguish between a structure for .L and its underlying 
universe. If M and N are two models of PA and Xc N> M. we write M(X) for 
the elementary substructure of N generated by MUX. M(X) depends on N, of 
course. but the model N will always be clear from context or it will be immateria1. 
Every element of M(X) has the form ({[I,,. . . . , Q ,,,. b,,, . . %. b,,) (in N) for some 
term f(z,;. . . . 3 z,,,. L’ ,,? . . . , r,, 1 E L. and elements a,,. . . . , a,,, E k? and h,,. . . . , h,, E 
X. Owing to pairing functions we can always assume nr =O. We write 
M( h,,. . . . . h,, ) for M({h,,. . . . , h,,}). and M(hi),,-i for Mt{b, ) i E J]). 
Definition 1.1 Let N> M be models of PA. 
Lt(N/M) = {CM:” 1 M < M* < N}, + >. 
I-T, (N;iW = ({M” ) M< M*< N and M” = M(a) some u E N), < >. 
Lt (N) := Lt (N/M,,). where M,, is the minimal elementary submodel of N. 
Lt, (N:l= IA, (N/M,,‘). 
It is easy to see that Lt (N/MI is a complete lattice, inf or meet (denoted A) being 
given by intersection, and sup or join (denoted V ) by the Skolcm hull of the 
union. LT, (N/M) is the upper semisublattice of LT (N/M) consisting of those 
intermediate models M” which are finitely generated over M (since 
M((cc ,, , , + a,,)) = M(a,. . . . . a,,)). (An upper semilattice is a partially ordered set 
in which eve]! pair of elements has a join.) 
Probllem 1.2. For what models MkPA and complete lattices J> do there exist 
N> M such that Lt (N/M) = D? 
In this paper we assume always that L is a fixed coutztable language. PA will 
always mean Peano arithmetic for this countable L. We refer to Problem 1.2 as 
the lattice problem. It is the main goal of this paper to prove the following: 
Theurean 1.3. Let D he distrihutiue Intticc. 7’12ert the following are equivalent. 
(1) 3N~PALt(N)=DD. 
(2) VMbPA 3N> M Lt (N/M)= D. 
(3) D is complete, compactly generated, and eacf~ compact element of D hots 
C X,, compact predecessors. 
In Section 2 we will define the terminology used in (3) and verify the (easy) 
implications (2)3 (l)j (3). WC will also summarize all previously published 
results (both positive and negative) bearing on lhc lattice problem, calling 
attention to the remaining open cases. In Section 3 we outline Caifman’s method 
of defmabfe and minimal types, and we prove that minimal types are “uniformly 
Ramsey” in a sense to be specified. In Section 4 we collect some lemmas 
concerning distributive lattices. In Section 5 we prove our main theorem 
(Theorem 5. I), from which the implication (3)=$(2) of Theorem 1.3 follows as an 
immediate corollary. Finally in Section 6 we characterize those lattices from 
Theorem 1.3 which are obtainable uniformly by Gaifman’s method of definable 
and end extensional I-types. 
2. Previous results 
in this section we summarize the previously known answers (both positive and 
negative) to the lattice problem. We first give some definitions and results from 
lattice theory. 
Definition 2.1. b3 0 be a complete lattice, IY E D, K a cardinal. 
(i) a is cofqmct iff VS G D(cr S ‘\/S implies Q < VS’ for some finite S’E S). 
(ii) D is cotnpuctlv gerterured (cg.) ifi Va E D(o = ‘${/I E D ) /3 compact and 
p 5 (.w)). 
(iii) D is K-C’OillpLICfly gerlerated iti it is c.g. and card (t3 E D 1 p compact) s K. 
(iv) D is K-like-compuctIy genrmted iff it is c-g. and for all compact (Y ED. 
card {p f D 1 p compact and p =G a) < K. 
Note that for K-like-c.g. no bound (either upper or lower) is put on the 
cardinality of the whole set of compact elements. Compactly generated lattices are 
also called nlgebrulc in the literature. 
Definition 2.2. Let K be an upper semilattice with least element 0, and let 1 E K. 
I is a.n ideal (in K) iff Vx, y E K(x 5 y E I implies x E I) and Vx, y E 1(x v y E I). 
I’=&t-(n}. 
Id’(K) = (I’ j IE K, I an ideal in K), 
Proposition 2.3. LPt D be a complete. compuctly generated lattice a Td let K be the 
set of compact elements of D. Then K is an upper semisublattice oj L3 and 
The following proposition establishes ome immediate limitations on the possi- 
ble structure of Lt (N/M). It says that the isomorphism types of Lt (N/M) and 
Lt, (N/M) mutually determine each other (in view of Proposition 2.3) and that 
Lt, (N/M) cannot be too “long”. 
ProPosition 2.4. Let M< NI=PA. Then 
la) Lt, (N/M) is precisely the set of compact elernen~s of Lt (N/M). 
(bj Lt (N/M) Is card (M)“-like-con~pncrly genera&d. 
Prod. (See f3,7].) (a) Suppose M< M*+ N and MY: is riot finitely generated 
~XXX M. Then M” = V {M(a) 1 a E M”}, but no finite subjoin of this join gives us 
M”. Thus M* is not compact (as an element of Lt (N/M)). Now suppose M” is 
finitely generated over M, M” = M(a), and M*< V{Mi 1 i E I} for some family 
{n/l, 1 i E I}c LtfN/M). Then a E V (M, 1 i E I’} for some finite set 1’~ I, whence 
M*< V {Mi / i E I’>. Thus M” is compact. 
(bj Given M< M*< N, we have M” = V {M(a) [ a E M”}, so Lt (N/M} is com- 
pactly generated. If M* = M(a) E Lt, (N/M), then card (M”) = card (M) since L is 
countable. Therefore card {M(b) ( b E N and M(b)< M”) = card {M(D) ] b E M*} S 
card(M). Thus each compact element of Lt (N/M) has <card (M)’ compact 
predecessors. as required. 
Ca~sdaay 2.5. (2)3 (I?+ (3) of Theorein 1.3 hold for all Iaftices D (not just 
distributive ones). 
Proof. (a)+ (1): Given a lattice D for which (2) holds, let M be any minimal 
model of PA (say the standard model). and find NZ M such that Lt (N/M) = D. 
Then Lt(N)=Lt(N/M)=D. 
(lj+ (3): Let Lt (N) = D. We have already observed that D is complete. Since 
L is countable, the minimal elementary submodel M,, of N is countable. We have 
D = Lt (N) = Et (N/M,,). Therefore jy Proposition 2.4, D is K,-like-compactly 
generated, as required. 
An example of a lattice ruled out by Proposition 2.4 is the closed unit interval 
([O, l]. 9). Even though this lattice is complete and even distributive, it is not 
compactly generated. A ,:losely related lattice, however, is not ruled out. Let D 
he the set or’ initial segments of [O, l]flQ ordered by inclusion, where Q is the set 
of rational numbers. It follows from Theorem 1.3 that for every MkPA there 
exists N2 M such that Lt (N/M) = D. D differs from ([Cl, I], a) since the initial 
segments [0, ~1) nQ and [0, a] tl Q are distinct when a E (0, 1 j n Q. 
Proposition 2.4 contains all presently known restrictions on the possible struc- 
ture of distributive lattices Lt (N/M). That is, there is no known MFPA and 
complete, distributive, card :, M)” -like-compactf;l generated lattice D such that for 
ail N2 M, Lt (N/M)+ D. Theorem 1.3 is a step toward proving that no such 
examples exist, by ruling out examples with D K,-like-compactly generated. We 
do have examples showing that for each MEPA t.here exist N> M such that 
IA (N/M) is properly card (M)‘-like-conspactly gencrafed (i.e., not card :M)-like- 
c.g.). However the lattices we have obtained are very restricted, and it Sims to us 
that the general result, if true, will require much more powerful techniques. 
As for nondistributive lattices. Gaifman 131 and Paris [7] have shown that if M 
is the standard model of PA and if II % 3, then there is no IV> M such that 
Lt (N/M) is isomorphic to the l-11-1 lattice: 
Marc recently Alex Wilkie [10] has shown that if M is the standard model of PA 
and I?,. D, arc any finite lattices with at least two elements each, t’ncn there is no 
N& M such that Lt (N/MI is isomorphic to the lattice: 
,/ 
Dl 
‘b? 
1,’ 
Thc~e two cxamplss show that there exist nondistributive latlices D for which the 
implication (3)3(2) of Thcnrem 1.3 ia false. At present, however, there arc no 
known countcrcxamples for nonstnndaud models M. Th;it is, there is no kntiwn 
nonstandard MkPA and complete, card (Ra)‘-iib:e-compactly generated lattice D 
such that Lt (iv/~Ill)$ D for all N& M. There reason the standard model plays this 
speciai role is that it is the only mode1 every elementary extension of which is an 
end extension. The ahotz counterexamples are demonstrated by showing that fog 
any models N;z M’FPA, if Iv is an end extension of M then Lt (N/M) cannot have 
the particular form described. For more precise statements of these rcsuits see 
f 3. 7. 3. IO]. 
We r,ow turn to positive results concerning the lattice problem, The only known 
positive solution ior nondistributive lattices is a result of Wilkie [lOI: For any 
countable MkPA there exists IV> M such that Lt (N/M) is isomorphic to the 
pcntagnn lattice: 
This result shows that Lt(NIMj riced not be distributive or even modular. A 
weaker result of Paris [8] shows that for any n 3 3 and any countable R;IkPA 
there exists N> M such that the I-PI-~ lattice can bc embedded in Lt {N/MI. 
For distributive lattices there have been a number of positive solutions to the 
lattice problem. The following is a complete list of previously pubhshed results. 
All of these resuhs are now special casts of our Thcorcm S. I. The proof of 
Theorem 5. I owes something to each of these proofs of special cases. most 
particularly to (I) and (3). In proving (1) G&man initiated the study of minimal 
and definable types which we shall discuss in Section 3 and which have played a 
ce:rtral role in the proofs of t II. (1). (51, and (6). An interesting corollary of (2) 
onserved by Knight is that any complete cstcnsion of PA has a Xmsson model of 
( ardinalitv h‘,. in proving (5) Schmerl confirmed a coirjecturc of Gaifman [3]. (See 
!kction 6.) 
fn this section BC briefly outline Gaifman’s method of definable and minimal 
types. and we prove that minimal t!*pes are “uniformly Ramsey” in a sense to be 
spccitkd. Throughout this section let T bc: a fixed complete extension of PA in 
the countable language L. Let M,, be chc minimal model of ‘K Every clement of 
M,, is the denotation of a constant term of I. 
If (L:, / i E I} is an indexed set of variables, then an I-type 01' 7' is a consistent set 
I 2 T of fol-mulas of L with free variables among {II, j i E I}. WC will write r(v,),, I 
to indicate that I is an I-type. We shall use the standard terminotogy “realize”. 
“omit”, "m1plete". etc. in connection with I-types. We say t is mhunde~f iff 
t i-7 < c, for all i E I and all constant ternIs T E L. The following terminology is 
due to G&man [3], 
Definition 3.1. An I-type I of T is d~fintrhk ill 
(i) f is unbounded. 
(ii) i is deductively closed. and 
(iii) Vi,, . , i, E I ~/NV,,. . . , . u,?, zi E t 3cr,,I .z 1 E t such that for all constant 
terms 7rtz L, tl-81f1, ~)++cF+,(TT). 
~tn immediate consequence of (ii) and (iii) is that definable types are complete, 
since t 2 T and T decides every sentence a,(n). 
Delirnition 3.2. If t is a definable I-type of T and ML T then N> M is r. 
1 -exlekon of’ M iff there exists { bi 1 i E I} G N such that N = M(h, ),‘ ,. M < bi for 
all i E I, and for all iI, . . . , i, E I, at! ecu,,, . . . , Ui.7 Z)E L and all m E h4, 
NkB(b,,, . . . ) bi,, al iff kfkcr,(Q). 
Letnrna 3.3 if z is a definable I-type of T and MET, rhetz there exists a t-extetzsion 
of M und my two t-exfekons N = M(bi)i,I and N’= M(b[),,t are isotmrphic mer 
iI4 by an isornorphisrn sending bi to hj. Furthermore for any t-extension N = 
M(17i ),, I9 N is at? end exletzsiotz of M and {bi ) i E I} realizes t. 
Proof. Since the identical facts are proved by Gaifrnan for l-types we will only 
indicate the ideas here. The existence of t-extensions follows by a routine 
compactness argument: Since any finite subset of CD(M), the complete diagram of 
M, is interpretable in M{,, the i-type 
UIfl(u,,, . . . . u,,. a)oo,(all a E M, O(v, Z)E L) 
is a consistent Z-type of CD(M). 
If N and N’ are two r-extensions of M, then any element c E N has the form 
C = f(bi,* s . a s l~,~a) for some f(6, Z)E L, a E M, not necessariiy unique. One shows 
that the map f(b, a) -+ f(6’, a) from N to N’ is well-defined and 1 - 1 using the fact 
that N and N’ are t-extensions of M. This map is then obviously an isomor- 
phism leaving M pointwise fixed and sending bi to bf for each i E I. 
To shon .that any t-extension is an end extension, suppose N = M(b,)iFl is a 
r-extension and c’ E N -M. Then asing the above representation for c and the 
t-extcnsion.slity of N > M, find a formula G(Z) E L such that for all (d, e} E M, 
Clearly MkVx, y, z(cr.((x, Z)~A y <.Y + crf(y, z)))+ Now, since c$ M, there is no 
maximum d E M such that d <c. hence there is no maximum d E M such that 
Mkcr((d, cri). But Mko((O, y)l and MkPA, hence Mka((d, a)) for all cl EM. Thus 
tl < <: for all d E M, proving N is an end extension of M. 
Finally {h, ] i E Z} realizes t since for each ~(IJ,,, . + . , q)~ L T decides U” and 
r l-f3.++qj. 
In view of Lemma 3.3, given a definable type t of T and M’P T, we let M(t) 
denote an arbitrary t-extension of M. Thus M(f) is determined up to isomorphism 
over rZ4 and i!; :tn clcmcntary end extension of M. 
Definition 3.4. An I-type f of T is clad extension~il iff I is complete and 
unbounded, and for every MkT, if N = M(bi)i,r where M< b, for all i E I and 
{b, ( i E I) realizes t, then N is an end extension of M. 
Gaifman has shown that the end extension types form a proper subclass of the 
definable types. Thus even though M(r) is an end extension of A4 whcncver f is 
definable, there may be other elementary cxtcnsions N> M generated over M by 
elements {hi 1 i E I) realizing 1 which are not end extensions. M(r) is special since it 
is defined so that the defining schemas 19(6. z)e a,(= 1 hold for all z r a E M. not 
just for constant symbols z = r~ L. A stronger notion than definable is the 
following. 
Definition 3.5. An I-type t of T is srrr~g/y defin~~bl~~ iif t ix unhoundcd. 
deductively closed, and satisfies 
(iv’) Vi ]. . . . , i, E I Vd(u,,. . . . . z,,. _ 7)~ L ~o-,,(z~E I_. -rlg(z)~ I_. 3i,,E I such that 
Proof. Let ff~~)~, I he strongI> dctinabk. Mk T. and let 1x.2 M(b,),. I whcrc M -=I h, 
for ail i E i and {h, / i t If realizes f. We must show IV is an end extension of M. 
Using (iv) and the fact that M < h, for all i E I. we get that for a11 
UC c,,. 1 1 C’,,. z 1 E L and all II EM 
Thus N is a r-extension of M and hence an end extension by Lemma 3.3. 
Definition 3.7. An I-type t of T is mirtirnal ift‘ t is complete and unbounded, and 
for every M ir T. if N = M(bi )i~ 1ivhcre M < b, for all i E I and (hi ( i E lj realizes I. 
then iV is a minimal extension of M. i.e. Lt (N/M) is the two point lattice. 
It follows from work of Caifman [3] that every minimal type is strongly 
definable. In gemxal there is no point in working with mmirnal I-types for I of 
cardinality 2 2. since if TV,. f is minimal then for every i, i E I there must be a 
term MEL such that tl-g(q)= q. Thus all the information contained in I is 
already contained in the restriction of 1 to formulas in any single free variable t:,,,. 
Henceforth we shall restrict the term minimal to refer only to l-types. 
Gaifman has proved that minimal types exist i?, 31. The existence of minimal 
types represents the first nontrivial positive answer to the lattice problem. If t is a 
minimal type of T then for any MET. Lt (M(t)/M)=2, where 2 is the two-point 
lattice ((0, 11, ~1. Ail subsequent results on the lattice problem have been based 
more or less directly ran refinements of the technique used to produce minimal 
types. The same is trur: of our proof of Theorem 5. I. 
Refore proeecding to the technical details, we discuss the basic strategy for 
constructing more complicated substructure lattices. We begin with a finite 
distributive lattice I? (so that all elements of D are compact). Our basic goal is to 
construct a strongly definable type r(v, ,JCXrc,) b (D + = nonzero elements of Pj such 
that for any Mk7, Lt (M(t)/M)=D. More specifically if M(b,),.,@ is a t- 
extension of M we want the canonical map cy ++M(b, ) to be a lattice isomorphism 
D = Lt (M(r)lM). (For the zero element OE D we set b,,=Of M.) For this to be 
the case it is necessary and sufficient that the following two conditions hold. 
(1 .a) For each c E M( 1) there exists cy E I) such that M(c) = M(h,,). 
(2.a) For each IY. 13 E Cl, b,, E Mfb,)wa! s/3. 
Let us consider bow to achieve these goals. 
The first step is to not{: that some of the variables in t are redundant, so we 
change the problem to hat of constructing In,, where B is lhe set of 
join-irreducible generator!, of D (see [4,7]). Thus if Q = PI v * * * v /3,, Gth pi E B. 
then M(b, f = M(b,,, . . . , ill,,) = Ml{b,s,, . . . , b&f. With this change our condi- 
tions translate into the following. 
(1.h) For each c E M(t) there exists p c B such that M(c) = M(b,),.,,,. 
(2.h) For each a E B. p I; B(b, E M(b6),.,,(Scl\l s VP). 
Now consider what thest conditions mean for I. Using the facl: that I is strongly 
definable one can show that (2.b) is equivalent to the following. 
(2.~) For all CY E B, p E B(a s Vp # for some term hi L ti- ticy = h((~, : 
P fz P>). 
As for (1.b) we first note that each c E M(t) has the form c = f(bpo, . . . , b,_,, a) for 
some term f(~,,, . . . , u,,, z j E L and parameter a E M, where I3 = {PO, . . . , p,,). We 
must ensure that for each such f and u t!- ere exist p E B, terms I, k(w) E L 
and parameters a I, lzz E M such that c = f(&, c,) = h((~~, li, : ,f3 E p)) and 
(b, : P E p> = k(( az, c)) (whLrtce M(c)= Rl(b,f,,,). To ensure that this holds over 
all models M we try to find p. h, k depending only on f, and aI, a7- depending 
uniformly on a (i.e., ai =fi(a) where fi(z) depends on f). This is not quite 
possible since p may depend on a. Wowever, since B is finite there are only 
finitely many choices for p, so we set the following goal. 
(1.~) For each f(O, Z)E L there exists &EB, terms f”(s),f”*(z), g(z)EL and 
terms It,,(w), ~,(w)E k for each pi B so that 
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The clause ‘b:(z) < v,,, -+ ” ensures that the disjunction on the right holds for all 
z = a E M, since then g(z)E MC &,. Thus (1.~) is sufficient to ensure (1.b). 
It turns out to bl- possible to achieve quite a bit more than (lx). In fact the 
parameter a, = f”*( ) u can be eliminated and the parameter a, = f*(a) can be 
calculated from c as well as from a. In other words it is possible to build t so that 
the following holds. 
(1 .d) For each f(i5, z) E L there exists 0,) E Z3, terms f”(z), g(z) E L and terms 
h,,(w), k,,(w) E L for each p c B so that 
rkVi?,z 
I 
g(z)-a,,--+ w (f(ij,z)=h,((f”(z),u,:pEp)) 
[‘CB 
A<f*(z,. up :p E p> = k,(f(fi, ZN]. 
Though this strengthening of (1.~) is superfluous in the case of finite D, it is 
essential in the argument by transfinite induction which establishes Theorem 1.3 
for uncountable D. It has the additional fortuitous consequence that in fact for 
an:’ M, < M, Lt (M(t)/M,) s Lt (M/M,) X D. 
We will turn shortly to the question of how to construct a type t satisfying (1 .d), 
but before proceeding we introduce a notational convention which will greatly 
facilitate the statement of property (1 .df and a host of similar properties which we 
will be investigating, Note that in (i .d) the particular terms k,(w), k,(w) are 
immaterial; the important thing is that f establishes a “fink” between f(v, z) and 
{f*(z), tip : /3 E p). In order to emphasize the link and deemphasize the particular 
linking terms I+,. k,, we introduce a convention by which (1 &d) will be abbreviated 
as fo;lows: 
(I.4 For each f(6, Z)E r_ there exist &E B and terms f”(t), g(z) E L such that 
We explain this notation formally as follows.’ Let X be a set of formulas of L 
(usually a theory or a type) and let f,, gi, i = 1,2,. . _ , n(n 3 I), be terms in L, 
possibly with free variables. Let L,, bc the language obtained from L by adding n 
new propositional variables P,, . . . , P,,, an/r let 6 = 6(PI, . I ~ , P,,) be a formula of 
L,, in which each P, occurs exactly once and Pi occurs to the left of Pi for i C i. 
Finally let L(q) be the language obtained from L by adding a new binary relation 
symbol 2 to L. In such J situation we define 
’ The author is grateful to Professor R.L. Vaught tar catching some inaccuracies at this point in an 
carlicr draft of this 
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to mean 
(**) there exist terms h,(w), . . . , h,,(wf~ 1, such 
Note that O(f,7 gj, . . . , f,, 2 g,,) is a Formula of L(? ) with precisely tl occurrences 
of Z, while O(f, = II,(~, . fr, = h,(g,,)) is a formula of L. Because of restrictions 
put on the occurrences of the Pi in 8, there can be no ambiguity in going from (*l 
to (*a). even when 0 itself is not explicitIy given in the text. 
As an abbreviation we will write f= g for fY PA gZ f. Thus for example, 
XTf=g ifi X’i’j= hi g = k(f) for some terms h(w), ME t. Clearly X!-f= g 
iff XFf<g and XTg?f_ More generally XT/&‘=, (f,z gi) iff XT”i Z gi for all 
i = 1,2, . . . , n. As usual we will write XFf,7’f2?* - *?fit+l for XrAj’L; 
(fiZ fi+_r)+ It is easy to see that for fixed X, “XpfZ g” defines a transitive. 
reflexive (but not antisymmetric) relation on terms of L, while “Xpf= g” defines 
an equivalence relation with the substitution property relative to the first relation., 
We will make frequent i2nplicit use of these facts throughout the rest of this 
chapter. 
Note that T does not share all the properties of l-. Thus, for example. if f is a 
constant term, then for any term g both PAFJ? g and PAF-rfZ g. 
Since our interest in I.(T) is restricted to its use in contexts of the form(+) 
(used to abbreviate (H)). we will not be concerned in this paper with the 
semantics or proof theory fur L(Z). We never consider the relation “X proves 
T” where tJ/ is a formula of L(Z j in which 7 occurs. For this reason there are 
no contexts in which 7 and !- might occur interchangeably: We will use I- only in 
connection with formulas of L, while T will be used only in connection with 
formulas of L(T) with one or more occurrences of 7. It is therefore safe to abuse 
mtdon in (a) by dropping the tilde on F. Onl: will always be alerted to this abuse 
by the occurrence of ?(or GE) in the subrsequent formula. We have already 
illustrated the use of this notation in our restatement of (1.d). Similarly (2.~) can 
be written 
(2.~) For all CYEB, p~B(a~Vppttt-u,~(u,,:p~p}). 
We now return to the discussion of how to obtain a type t satisfying (1.d) and 
(2.~). In general this is quite a difficult problem when attacked directly. Fortu- 
nately we can duck the problem and pass to a consideration of arbitrary (i.e., 
complete, K,-like-compactly generated) distributive lattices D rather than merely 
finite ones. It turns out. that when we seek to construct a type t that will produce a 
given infinite lattice D we are forced to proceed indirectly by a series of finite 
approximations B c D. UItimately each B must satisfy (2.~) and a condition 
analogous to (l.d), but as the construction proceeds we handle only one instance 
of (1.d) at each ‘“stage” B and more importantly we begin each stage with a clean 
slate. Condition (2.4 is ultimately secured not by conditions imposed “at” stage B 
but by conditions which “link” stage B to the next approximation B’G D. What 
we need then is a way to handle one instjnce of (1~1) as if starting from scratch at 
a given stage 43 while maintaining suffci~,nt flexibility to make the link from B to 
B’. The following theorem gives us sue% a way. 
Theorem 3.8. Let f(u,,. . . . , v,,, 2) E L be giuetf. Then there exist 6(v) E L and 
f:“(z). g(z)ts L sup thni TkCuB(u) aid 
Thus the condition we impose a? stage I3 will be of the form B(z!~~~,)A - * * A 
O( LJ@,, ) A CO‘, -=c * * ’ < Q,,. The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving 
Theorem 3.9, from which 3.8 follows as an immediate corollary. In Section 5 we 
wiil finally carry out the construction we have been alluding to. 
Theorem 3.9 is somewhat stronger than required for the construction in Section 
5. but we offer it as a contribu’.ion to the theory of minimal types. It carries one 
step further a conjecture of Gaifman concerning ways to characterize minimal 
t! pes. It is well known that the minimal ultraflltcrs on m arc precisely the Ramsey 
c.ltrafilters, where an ultrafiltlr U on w is Ramsey iff for any H E o and any 
$unction f : [co]” + ’ -+ o with bounded range there is a set ,4 E U such that f is 
constant on [A]” ’ ‘. For arithmetic we have the following analogue. 
(3) For any n E w and any ferfns f(f.+,, . . . , v,,, 2). h(z) 65 I_ such lhat 
TkV6, z(f(ii 2)< h(z)), there exist B(u)E t urd f*(r), go. L such that 
The conclusion 3f (3) in words: for each z, hi$f(ti, z) is eventually constant on 
E{v I em1”“. Clearly Theorem 3.X follows immediately from (2) of Theorem 3.9, 
and the cxistenc: of minimal types. since TkC&(t:) for any O(U)E t, t minimal. 
For the proof of Theorem 3.9 we make use of the following conjecture of 
Gaifman’s which was verified by .I. Schmerl [9, Theorem 4. r-1. 
Theorem 3.10 (Schmcrl). Let t(u) he u conzylete unbourzded type of T. Thm T is 
mitzinzal iff for any tertv f’(u. z) E L there exist O(vi E I and terms f”:(z), g(z ), C!(W) E 
L such that 
Prouf of Theorem 3.9. (313 ( I). Assume 13). Using Theorem 3.6 of Gaifman [3] 
it is suflicicnt to show that for every f(~!, Z)E L there exist 8(v) F t and g(z) E L 
such that 
TFVd=(At>f(r, z) is l-1 orconstanton (v ( O(u)~g(zi< v}). 
so !ct flu. z) b e given. Detine 
f;c 1 u,,, L’, , z i = if f(uo, 2) = f(u,, z). 
0 otherwise, 
and h(z) = 2 for all z. It is clear that the 0 anti R obtained by applying (3) to 
T(ti, z) work. This proves (II. 
(2)+(3) Assume (2) and Ict f(fi. z), h(z) be given as described in (3). Let 
O(L:)E t and f*(z ). go L he obtained by applying (2) to f(5 z). For each 
p c(O, 1 . ) M) let h,,(w). k,,(wf~ L be such that 
A k,,(f( c, z )) = (f%i, vi : i E p)) . 
Define G(z> = I + g(zj+max {k,,(W) / w s h(z), p c (0.. . . , n}}. Then for each 
nonempty p E {t’, . . . t n), picking i,,f p, we have that 
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Therefore, 
7-l-k% Z(6(U,,)A - . * ~e(u,,>~G(zJ<u~~< -- - c u,, ---, f(iLl) =h,((f”(z)))) 
which has the form required by (3). 
(1 )j(2) Assume t(u) is a minimal type of T. The proof of 12) proceeds by 
induction on II. For the case II = 0 let 21 = u,, and let f(u, z) E L be given. Define 
f(l.3, z) == 
1 if f(u, (z)J = f(u. tz),), 
0 otherwise. 
Let ~‘(u)E t, f’(z), g’(z), ~‘(w)E L be obtained by applying Theorem 3.10 to 
f(u, z), so that 
7+V.z[VV(~‘(U) A g’(z) -=Z U --, f(u, z) = f’(z)) 
vh’o(6’(u)r\g’(z)<u + h’(f(v, z))= I?)]. (3.1) 
Similarly let fs(u) E t, f”(z). g(z), 60~)~ L be obtained by applying 3.10 to f(v. z). 
Since the range of f has cardinality ~2, we must have 
rl-vz Vt.l(8(U)A B(z)< 2) + fl(u, 2) = f”<(z)). 
From the definition of f’ we conclude that 
Tl-VU, Z’, Z(t%U)h R((z’, z))<u -+ 
(f(u, z’) = f(u, z)of*((z’, z)) = 1)). (3.2) 
Let O(u) = 6’~ 0’~ t(v), and define the following terms in I_ 
f’(z) if Vv(#(u) A g’(z) -=I u +-f(Z1, zi = f’(z)) 
f*(z) = {pz.(P({z’, 2)) = 1) otherwise, 
g(z) = max (g’(z)}U{~((z’, z)) ( z’s zj, 
h(w) = It’(w), 
k(w)= pz’(f(h(w), z’)= w). 
We claim that T proves 
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vu, de A g(z)< u -3 f(u, z) = f”(z)v (h(f(u, 2)) = u 
Ak(f(U, fH-f*k(Zm”bJ, d=f(U,(*(Z))J. (3.3) 
Certainly from (3.3) we can derive the conclusion required by Theorem 3.9, To 
prove (3.3) we argue inside T as follows. Suppose u, t are given such that 
E)(u)/\ g(z)<unf(u, z)# f*(z). By the definition of f” we must have 
lvu(e’(u)Ag’(z)<u -,f(u, z)=f’(z)). 
Therefore by (3.1) 
and 
E*(z) = j.&+((z’, 2)) = 1). (3.5) 
From 13.4) we get that h(f(u, z))= u. From (3.5) and (3.2) we get 
vcrmuh $y(f”(z), z))c u -+ f(u, z) = fiu, f*(z,,>. (3.6) 
. 
Since f*(z)<z, we have R((f*(z), z))~g(z)Cv, whence F(u, z)=f(o,f*(z)) by 
(3.6) Finally 
k(f(u, z))=jd(f(h(fk9, z)), Z’)“f(U. 2)) 
= pt’(f(u. z’f = f(u. 2)) as h(fCu, 2)) = u 
= &(fl*((z’, z); = 1) by (3.2) 
= f”(z). 
This proves (3.3). completing the case n = 0. 
For the case n >O we need the following 
Lemma 3.11. For any rem k(u) E L rhere exists 8(v) E t such thm 
TtVu, u(0(u) A 0(u) A u C u + k(u) < u). 
Proof. Given k(u)~ L, define K(u) = max {u + l)U(k(u) 1 u s u} and f(u) = 
~x(K”(O)>u). Since K”(O)~ u, such an x always exists. By Theorem 3.10 let 
Let 4(v) = C+(U)!\ g(t))< u. Sizxe f(u) ---, 00 as o + ~0, we must have Tk 
VU!~!J(U) + h(f(~jj = uj. Define 
f(u)= { 
(1 if f(t;) is even, 
1 if f(u) is odd. 
Let $J E f, f”(z). g(z). K(w)E Z_ be obtained by applying Theorem 3.10 to f. Let 
l&L’)=&A~(oj< u. Then since card (range f)< 2 an-i Tl-Cu~$(uj, 
Tt-Vu(q’;(uj + J(u) = f*(O)). 
Let f3=lc,~& Then OE~ and 
In making the third inference we have used the fact that f’ is monotone increasing 
and that f(u)=f(v) (mod 2). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.11. 
Now suppose y1> 0 and Theorem 3.9 holds for all III < n. Let f(u,,, + . . , u,,, z) E L 
be given. Define f(v, Z)E L so that 
f(u,,, . . I u,,, 2) = fb,,, tc,,, . .. 3 q-1’ 2)). 
By applying the theorem for ~1 = 0 to f<v, z), find O’(V)E f, I’(z), gr(zj~ L such 
that 
TI-VII, z(8’(V)Ag’(z)<V -+I, Z)=:(ZjV~(U, zj=:-cfczj, 2’)). (3.7) 
By applying the theorem for HI = n - 1 to f’((u,,, . . . , ‘u,, ,, z)), find ~!I(u)E 1. 
f*(z), g(z) cz L such that 
We may assume T!-Vz(z G p(t)). Define 
By Lemma 3.1 I Ict d)‘(u) E f be such that 
Therefore combining (3,7). (3.8), and (3.9) w get 
It fallows that 
as required. 
4. Distributive lattices 
In this section WC collcot a few results on distributive lattices which will be 
needed later. Throughout this section kt D be any compactly generated complete 
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distributive lattice and let K be the set of compact elements of D (SO K is an 
upper semisublattice of D). We begin with a theorem of Paris [7, Lemma 2.81. 
Theorem 4.1. For my finite subset A c K there exists a fide subset I3 c K such 
thnt 
Proof. The following simplified proof is due to R. McKenzie. Let G CI D be the 
finite sublattice of D generated by A. Since G is a finite distributive lattice, it has 
a set B * c G of join-irreducible generators, that is 
(a’) v(YEGcr=V{pEB’~(p-} 
(1~‘) VX c B ‘VCY f B” (a! c V X implies ZIP E Xck s /3). 
The problem is that in general Bc $& K. We will find for each p E B * an element 
ye K such that y(P)< /3 and B = {y(P) ) (3 E El*} satisftes the theorem. 
For each /3 E B’ we have /3 = V {y E K ( y 4 /3}, since D is compactly generated. 
Hence by (a’), for a F A 
w=v(yEK!3pEB* yqa). 
Since a is compact there is a finite X,, E (y E K \3p E B”” y s /3 s CY> such that 
cy = VX,. Fix X,, for each cy E A. 
Now for each /3 E 8”. 6 E G such that @$a, we have 
Hence there exists y = y(P, 8)~ K such that y 6@. ~$6. Fix y(/3, 8) for each such 
pair 6, 6. 
Now Ict 
C is a finite subset of K. For /3 F B”;. let y(P) = V {y E C / ye ~3). Then y(P)< /3 
and ye K since y(B) is a finite join of compact elements. We now verify (a) 
and (b) for B ={y(P) / PE S”}. 
(bk %JppOSC xc= Bcr, Cy E f% a 6 V.Y. !bJ’ (Y = y(P), x = {-y(@,,),  . , , ‘y(&)}. Let 
fi = &v * * - v & Then Y!P’J s y&Iv * - - vy(/3,)<8 since y(C3i)“p, far each i. 
Suppose P$6. Then y(P, 8)~ P and -&I, 8)$6, by choice of y(P, 8). But y(P, 6) s 
y(P) S 6 by definition of y(P), since y(& 6) E C. Thisis a contradiction. Therefore 
p ~6. NOW by t-b’) we have p 4 pi for some i, whence y(P)< y(Pi)_ Thus 
3y E X a s y, as desired. 
Cmllary 4.2. Fur my Q, @, y E K, if ar d /3 v y thetl there exist fi’, y’ E K such char 
P’S& y’<y und (Y = P’vy’. 
Proof. Given such (Y, /3, y let A = {(Y, /3. y) and let B be as given by Theorem 4.1. 
Let P’=V{~EB)~S~ and Sgp}, ~‘=V{~EBIS=SUS and 6s~). Certainly 
/Il’gp, $“y and p’vy’sa. To show (~<@vy’ it suffices (since 
a=V{JkBlfi ~a)) to show that for all S E B. if 5 ~a then 6 < ,!3’v y’. So 
suppose SEB and ~=ZCY. Then 6~/3vysincecx~pvy.Now 
hJy (13) of Theorem 4.1 we have E EG q for some q E !%I such that q G /.3 or q < y. 
‘That is 6 d /3 or 6 zz y. Since 6 =Z cy it follows that 6 s p’ or 8 c y’. as desired. 
Corollary 4.3. Let I, J c K be ideals in K. Then 
Proof. Certainly X is contained in any ideal containing IUJ. Thus it suficcs to 
show that X is an idcal. &arty X is closed under join. Suppose y, SE K and 
y s 8 E X. Then 6 = (Y v p for so& Q E I, /3 E 1. By Corollary 4.2 y = 01’v p’ for 
some Q ‘, /3’ E K, (Y’ 4 f3, p’s /3. Since I and J are ideals it follows that cy’ E I, p’ E J, 
whence y E. X, as desired. 
5. The main theorem 
Thearem 5.1. Let D be a compkte, distributive, w1 -Me-compactfy generated Iat- 
tice. Let T be any complete exrerzsion of PA. Then there is a strongly definabie type 
t(“,,)f3~K’ of T (K + = nonzerr? cornpact elements of D) such that for all M i:< Nb T 
Coroflary 5.2. (3)+ (2) irt Theom~t 1.3. 
proof of Corollary 5.2. Assuming D is distributive and satisfies (3) of Theorem 
I .j, WC see that I) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorcm 5.1. Letting M be any 
model of PA, take T to be the theory of M, rind let t be as given by Thearcm 5.1. 
Then (\/l(r)>> M and Lt (M(t)/M) = Lt iM/M) X D = 13. Thus 3/V> M 1-l (N/M) ~2 
13. as required. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Suppose I_c K is a nonempty ideal in K and r(u,),,, is 
an unbounded. y-ductively dosed type of T satisfying the following two condi- 
tions. 
3s E &I&,. . . . ) & E I’3f”(z), g(.z’l~ L such that 
and 
(S.1) 
‘.Vc make three claims. 
Claim A. t is strongly definable (in particular r is completc~. 
Assume Claims A, R. C hold for all such types r. There the thcorcm is proved by 
obscrvine that for some cardinal K. K can be written as an increasing ut-iion 
K = [J ,,.--,I,. where each I, is an ideal in K, I,, = {O), I,,, i is generated by I,, U(p) 
for some p E K --I,,. and 1, = 1J ,,,.Ah I,, for limit ordinals h s K. Observe that (5.1 i 
and (5.2) arc true vacuoudp for T. I,,. viewing T as a type in no variables. Using 
Claim B and the fact that (5.11 and (5.2) are preserved under increasing unions, 
we pet by induction on v that for all VSK there exists t,,(u,),, ,” satisfying (5.1) 
and (5.21. By Claim C t,,(y,),,~ K, satisfies the theorem. Thus we need only prove 
Claims A. B, and C. 
Proof of Clsim A. Let O(n,,,, . . . , u,~, t) E L be given with cue, . . . , a, E I+. Writing 
6 for u,,,, . . . , u,_, define 
f<k z)=( 1 if O(U, z), 
0 otherwise. 
Then tl-Vr(O(ii, r)c*f(& z) = 1). Choose &,, . . . , p, E I’ witnessing (5.1) for 
I(& 2). Since 1 bVz(f(iX z) E (0, 1)) and t is unbour&d, we must have tl- 
Vz(h(f(6, z))( vu) for all h(w) f t, p E I’. 
Therefore 
Let Hal be such that 
proving t is strongly definable. This proves Claim A. 
In order to motivate the proof of Claim B we first give the proof of Claim C. 
Proof of Claim C. Assume t(u, jBeK. satisfies (5.1) and (5.2). Having already 
proved in Claim A that t is strongly definable, we show now that for any 
M< NFT, Lt (N(t)/M)s Lt (N/M) X D. By Proposition 2.3 we know D z 
(Id’(K), c ). Let MS NbT be given and let P = N(bDfBcK. be a t-extension of IV, 
that is, (bp : /3 E K”) realizes ~(IJ~)~~~. and NC b6 for all p E K’. Given M< M*< 
N and an ideal JE Id ‘(K), define 
M”(J) -- M"'(br3)r3, J. 
Given Mf M’<P, define 
z(M’) = {p E K+ 1 b, E M’l. 
It is immediate from (5.2) that I(M’) E Id’(K). We claim that the maps F and G 
given by 
F(CM’) = (M’ ft N, I(M’)L G(iw. J) = W’(J), 
are inverse lattice isomorphisms 
Lt (P,M)& Lt (N/M) x (Id+(K), c j. 
G 
First note that F and G both trivially preserve the lattice ordering. hence to show 
that they are lattice isomorphisms (including that they preserve arbitrary meets 
and joins) it is suffcient to show that they are inverse to each other. Thus we must 
show 
!:+I If Mz< M’,< P, then M’= (M’fl N)(I(M’)). 
(**) If M< M”< N and JEI~+(K). then 
ii) M’(J~flN= M*. and 
(ii) I(M”(J)) = J. 
Proof of (*). Let A4 < M’< P be given. Clearly M’ 2 (M’n N)(Z( M’)). Now sup- 
pose~~M’.Sincec~P=N(h~)~,,,~..thel~eexista,,....,cr,~K’.f~v,,....,v,,z)~ 
L and a E hi such that c = f(&. . . . . b,,,, a). By (5.1) there exist f3,,. . . . . p, E K ’ , 
f”(z), gel such that 
In particular, since g(a) E N< b,‘,. and (b, : p E I’) realizes t, we have for some 
I? &IO,. . . , s} and some /z(w). ME I_ 
and /c(c) =@*(a), bw ; i E p}. Since c E M’ we have fan M’ and I!+_, EM’ for all 
i E p. ‘Therefore (pi 1 i E p)c I(M), and since n E hi we have f“(a) E M’ 17 N. There- 
forc 
This proves that M’G (M’I~ N)(I(M’)), proving (*). 
Proof of (M). Let M< R/I”< N and JE Id’(K) be gi\ien. (i) Clearly M”c 
M*(J)Cl N. Now suppose c E M”(J)n iV. Since c E M”(J) there exist a E M*, 
%I, . . - 9 a, E J and f(q,, . . . ,u,, z) E L such that c = f(&,, . . . , b,,,, a). As in the 
proof of (*) there exist f”(z), h(w), k(w)~L and a finite pc K’ such that 
c = h((f”(a), b, : p E p)) and k(c) = (f”‘(a), Ei, : /3 E p). But t: E N, so b, EN for all 
p E p, implying p = 8. Therefore c = h({f”(a)))~ M*. Tl;is proves that M” 2 
M’(J) 17 N, proving (i). 
(ii) Clearly JG Z(M”(J)). Now suppose p E 1(&f*(J)), or in other words b, E 
M”(J). Then b, = f(&,, . . . , /I,,, a) for some (Y,), . . . , cy, E J, f(q), . . . , u,, z) E L and 
a EM*. Since t is strongly definable by Claim A, there exist y c. I<-“~, gel and 
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CT(Z)E L such that 
(***) ttVr(g(Z)~u~-+~Ufi --If&, . . . * u,., z)++dz))). 
Since P!=a(aJ < b, A btJ = jib,,,, . . . , b,,, ~1, we conclude that F%a(a), so Pk 
3izdr). Let r = ~.?a(~), a constant term in L. Then t!-W(V) since T is complete, 
Also f l-g(n) < u., since t is unbounded. Therefore by (xm*) 
That is. 
Therefore by (5.2), /3 < cxov * * - vcq, whence p E J as desired. This proves J 1 
1(M”(.J)), and the proof of Claim C complete. 
Proof of Claim B. The reader familiar with Paris’ proof [7] of the special case (3) 
of Theorem 2.6. will recognize that the proof of B follows the basic outline of 
Paris’ proof quite closely in many respects. However, certain complications 
present in Paris’ proof were found to be avoidable, making the details of the 
present argument somewhat easier to work out (though they are admittedly rathet 
tedious). In particular the troublesome n-fat sets can be dispensed with entirely. 
This is surprising since the n-fat sets appeared to play an essential role in Paris’ 
proof. 
The reader not familiar with Paris’ proof may ignore the above remarks, as the 
foflowing argument will be entirely self-contained. We proceed as follows. 
Let fl:;~K--l be given and let J={cyEKI a < /3:}. J is a countable idea1 in K 
since D is w,-like-compactly generated. By Corollary 4.3 f. the ideal in K 
generated by I ii { p$, or equivalently by IU J, has the form f = 
{(YVplCYEI,pEJj. Let (Yo,(Yi,... be an enumeration of J’, with (Ye, = 0:;). Given 
B,,, a finite subset of J’, let B,,. 1 be a finite subset of J such that 
vof&U{%,+l )(a= V{PER,+* I P~~lh (5.3) 
VXEB,,+,VaEB,.,(cu~~XX~~EX crC@), (5.4) 
Such a set B,,., exists by Theorem 4.1. Certainly B,,, -{O) will also satisfy (5.3) 
and (S.4), so we may assume B,,+i E J’. In this way define B,, for all IZ E w. Note 
that the sequence B,, B,, . . . is not necessarily increasing. However we have the 
following lemma, 
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Proof (a). By induction on n - nz. For n - nr = 0 this is trivial. Suppose II- M 3 0 
and (Y = V {DEB,,_, J-y<cuj. For each SE&,._ we have 6= V (~~B,,(ys6} by 
(5.3). Hence 
Therefore ry = V (y E B, 1 y =G a}, as required. 
(b) Suppose y E I,$,, y ~E(Y. For each 0 E B,, we have fi = V {S E B,, 1 i3 d P} by 
part (a). Therefore 
Now by (5.4) we conclude y <~G@<cx for some 6EB’,,, PEB,,. Thus yG@sa 
for some ,@ E B,,, as required. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
We now wish to index each set B,,, p1 E cr), so that 
and 
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and 
(See Fig. 1.) We show that such an indexing exists. First consider a single II E CO. 
Since pig I and pz = V B, by Lemma 5.3, there exists an element /3 E B, such 
that p$ I. Setting $3: = @ it is easy to extend -the indexing to all of B, so as to 
satisfy (6) by giving elements of I negative subscripts and elements of J-I 
positive subscripts. 
Now suppose Bntl is already indexed in a way that satisfies (5.5). Then an 
indexing of B, can be found satisfying (5.5) and (5.6) in the following way. For 
p E B,, define 
f(P) = max (k 1 f3Et’ s 0;). 
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Fig. 1. 
Now it is an easy matter to index B,, in such a way that pn 4 i < j ~4,~ + f(/3:‘) s 
jXP:> and f(,&‘) < 0 ct i 4 0. Then (5.5) is satisfied since 
Also (5.6) is satisfied since the hypotheses of (5.4) imply that k ~f(@:)~f(&‘), 
and we know /?;;P,!UIS PI by definition of f. 
The above argument shows that for any n E CO there is an indexing of all sets 
B,,, M 4 n, satisfying (5.5) and (5.6). Since each B, can be indexed in only finitely 
many ways, by forming a finitely branching tree of possible indexings and applying 
the Kiinig Infinity Lemma, we conclude that there is an indexing of B, for all 
II E w which satisfies (5.5) and (5.6). Note that (5.3) and (5.4) are unaffected by 
the indexing. 
Now for each II EM, Oai~ q,,, let tly be a new variable. For each p,, si<O, let 
,I u, = u~,~~, a variable already present in the type t(u,),,.,,. We first extend I to a 
type f* using these auxiliary variables u:‘. Later f* will be converted to a type 
i(v,),, j,. 
If I’ # $A define 
If I’ ~$4. then t = T, so let 
In either case t,, is a consistent unbounded type of T extending 1. Let 
f,Ju, z),f,(u, z). . . . be an enumeration of all terms f(u, z) E L. WC will build an 
increasing chain of types f. c * - - E f,, c I,, + L c * * - specifying information about 
more and more of the u:l. We first give an important (!) definition. 
Ekfinitiol~ 5.3. Given 6 EJ, II E w. let C”(P) stand for (vll,. o:‘,. . . , v::). where 
Ci i.}={i j @;‘s@ and p,, (I-..*, I s i sq,,}, and i,, -=I , < - - * < i,_ This notation 
will occur abundantiy in the sequel. 
Now assume inductively that t,, has been defined and that 
for aqy formula S/J E L whose free variables are among 
(5.7) 
Condition (5.8) gives us the “clean slate” for dealing with the next stage of the 
construction. i.e. building t,, +,. Note that for n = C, (5.7) holds vacuously and (5.8) 
is trivially true. In defining t,, +I we have two aims: to ensure that t,,, , I- I_(‘= 
u -““(fi:‘) for all OCiSqll; and to “handle” the term f,,(v:i, z). We proceed as 
follows. 
By f~ applications of (5.7) we have r,, C-U:: = (u;’ : i E p} for some p c (p,,, . . . , q,,], 
hence there is a term II(M)) E L such that t,, l-v:;= h((v;;,,, . . , , vi,,}). Define 
Then f,ll-V’z<~Fl,Cu:~, z)=f(u;;, . . . , u:;,,~ (z, u” ,_. . . , II::,,}). Now by Theorem 3.X we 
can find a formula fJI(u) E J!_ and terms f’*(z), g(.z 1 G L such that TI-Cue and 
We now defme the important terms h,(w) E L for 0 < i s q,!. Define 
Certainly It,, is I - 1 and PA+Vw($(h,,(w))r\ w G ho(w)). Since tt,~g(ue)< 0:’ ‘S 
L-,” + ’if3::) whcncvcr p E 1’ . g( u 1 E L, 0 s k sq,, , I and /3: + ’ s pii, we have that 
1,,t-g&K It,,(ir ‘I’ ‘C&;)) t’or all ~3 E I’. ME I_. (since such a k ~0 always exists. 
sir1ce /3:; E J - I). 
Now suppose 0 G i =: q,, and lti(w) has been defined. Let 
Then k zmax (pj by (5.6j. Let h,. ,(w) be a term in t such that PA proves the 
foliowing recursion equation for II, i , : 
Since such a u always exists, Isi +’ is 1-l and PAtVwerr+, ,(w)). Since f,,l- 
u 
I, + I 
{‘,. /’ . . * * u ;*i<~*~“(flyt,j, we have that ~,,th,(v”*‘(B:‘))<l~i, I(zi”“(j3:‘+ I)). Con- 
tinuing in this way define h,(w)~ L for each 0~ i s q,,. We have 
tfJ= bh v:‘= h,(u”+‘(p;‘t). 
I)-~ I -q,, 
Let t,,_, = t,, U{+]. We verify (5.7‘) and (5.8) for f,,+,. 
To verify (5.7) suppose 0% ~11 < 11 -t 1 and I),,, :E i =S q,,,. If 111 < II we are done 
since f,, satisfies (5.7). So suppose ITI = n and consider two cases. Case (1): i Cc). 
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Then P:‘E I’ and 0: y V {pi”” jpy’ ’ s (I:), so by property (5.2) af f we have that 
t~u~'=~""'(~~'). Case (2): 0~ i, Then t,, , 1 v:l =hi(V “(fir)). Since hi is f-l we 
:1avc t,,, , l-k(u:') = is"' ' (,O:') for some k(w)cl: L. This proves (5.7). 
To verify (5.8) suppose J,E L, has free variables among 
and 5,,+, W (4,) is inconsistent. From the definition of t,,+, we have that r,, U (4, $3 is 
inconsistent. Therefore since t,, satisfies (9), tOU {+, +} is inconsistent. But by 
(5.10) we can take a proof of a contradiction from tcl II (4, $I* and convert it to a 
proof from t(,U {I,/I}. Therefore f,,U {+!I} is inconsistent. This proves (5.8). 
We also note the following property of t,.+ 1: There exist terms f*(z), ME L 
such that 
T’flerefore letting f”(z), g(z) be such that (5.9) hoids, we have 
Now (53 1) follows from the choice of f. 
This completes the description of t,, , , . Continuing in this way define t,, for each 
II E w. We prove the following stronger version of (5.7). 
Paoaf. We consider the cases n < 171, II = ~‘tz, n > ln. Case 1: IZ -=I tz. Then PI’ does 
equal V {@:I’ 1 /3:“~ 6:‘) by Lemma 5.2. We handle this case by induction on MI. 
For 01 = ix + 1 we have N = u + 1 and the conclusion holds by (5.7), applied to 
f ,I + 1. Now assume the lemma holds for a given )?I> !I -t- I and we wish lo prove it 
for DI + 1. We have N =. )>I + 1. By Lemma 5.2 we have 
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Also for each ~3;’ we have f,,, +, i-u: = ii”” ‘(pi”) by (5.7) applied to fm+l. Therefore 
as required. 
Case (2): m = n. Then iV = n + 1 and ~3: = V (j3; [ p; G PI’}. Certainly r,, , l-ul’2 
U”(pi’). Now if py~p;, then by (5.7) applied to fn+, 
Thercforc I,, , , I- c1” (fi:‘)T u:‘. whence t,, + ,kvt’ = fY(&‘), as rt quired. 
Case (3): m<n. Again N=n+-1. Assume /31’= V{/S~\ @i”s@I’}. W’e know by 
Lemma 5.3 that for each j, /3?= V(pL 1 /~I:c@~}. Therefore /3:‘= \/ {BE (3j 
,BF<K<p;]. By (5.4) there exist k, j such that fI+~~fl~“-@~“G@~‘. Thus pY= 9;” 
for some j. Now by cases (1) and (2) we have for that j 
1 II * 1 I-u;‘=V(Pf’) by case (2), 
= clips”) since @f = @),,, 
=I n I” by case (1) with n. HI reversed, 
5= ii”‘(j3;‘) by case (21, 
= c”‘(p;) since ply’ = pi’ 
as required. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.4. 
We now describe how to pass from the auxiliary variables vi’ to the variables 
Uct’j3EP. For each cwf_Z-Z let nru be the least n E LC such that ~1= 
v (PI’1 @:‘<a ). This exists by (5.3). For each cu E I- (ZU.Z) pick CX’E It, &‘E 1’ 
such that Q = cy’v my”_ ISow define 
t”= (_I t,, 
II EW 
t’=t~~~U(u~=~‘~(a)/#EJ-~,f7=rl,,} 
u(u* =(u,~.U*~~)j(YEi-_(zUJ)~. 
Certainly t’ is a conservative xtension of t* in the sense that if B is a formula with 
free variables among (u, 1 a E I’)U{v:‘] n E W, p,, ciiq,,} and t’l-0, then ?*I-& To 
simplify the notation we will use the following i-onvention: If OL E J - 1, let cy”= cy 
and delete occurrences of cy’. If (Y E Ii let a’= a and delete occurrences of cy”. 
With this convention we can write for all N E 1’ 
t’k u,, = (U,,f, ~“(a”)} 
Froof (a). Let !?I = H,,. SO that r’tu,, = t;“‘(cy). Since n,, is the least p such that 
U: = V {p;’ 1 p:‘c a}, we have ~1 G II. For each 0)” 5 cy we have p:” = 
// {pi’ j p;‘s p;“) by Lemma 5.3. I-I~IKX by Lemma 5.4 t’l- uj” = e”(Pf”). Thcreforc 
[‘kc,, g{r~:‘:3j g’<py<a). By Lemma 5.3 {~~‘/~~‘~~]=~(~~‘~3j /3:‘sfi’:caj. 
Therefore r’l- u,, = u”(a), as required. 
th) We have t’l- uIs:, = fi”(p;‘)= u:’ by part (a) zmd Lemma 5.4. 
WC are finally ready to defme I and to verify that it has the desired properties. 
Let t( L’,~),~_ I, be the set of deductive consequences of r’ with free variables among 
{u, / /3 E f’}. Certainly 7 is an unbcunded, deductively closed type of T extending 
f. WC must show that i satisfies (5.11 and (5.2) with I replacing 1. 
I;: the remainder of the proof we will write rTsi;s for r’l-r7 .x. If the free 
vxiahlcs of r, s arc among (up 1 @ E f ’ ). this is equivalent to ?trZ s. Similarly 
r = “s will be used to abbreviate t’l-r = s. 
We verify (5.2) first. To verify (5.2) we must show that for all finite ~7. (1 E i-, 
V p d V q iff (u,,: (YE P)?‘~‘u~ : /3 E 4). First suppose V p 5 V q. It suflirics to 
show for each cx E p, u,,? “‘(va : p E q). First consider the case q c 1’. Then 1’ EJ’ . 
Choose II large enough so that for each (Y E p U q. cr = V (0:’ j fl:‘i cuf. Now for 
c~ E p we ha-fe (Y s Vq = V(@:’ [3@r q@:‘~ a}. Hence by (5.4) we know that 
fl:‘<c~ implies /3;‘sp f or some ia E q. Therefore by Lemma 5.5 
as desired. 
Now consider the general case of finite p+ cl cr I’ with V p s V q. For each 
(Y ~pUq we have OL’EI’, (Y”EJ’ such that a =cy’vcy” and u,~ =“(u,,, u,,.}. 
Let p’ ={cu’, a” 1 a E p}. Then V p = V p’ and (u,, :(Y E p)=“(vy : YE p’}. If we 
define q’ similarly then V P’S V q’. and it is clearly suficient to prove that 
v, 2 *(up : p E 4’) for each (x E p’, Therefore we may assume w.1.o.g. that p = p’, 
q = 4’ i.e., p u 4 c 1’ u .I+. 
Let LY f p be given. Since (Y G V 4, there exist by Corollary 4.2 elements 0% E 1 
for each p E 4 such that p* s/3 and u T= V {fi” I/3 E q}. Let q* = 
{p:” 1 p E q, ,!3* # Oj. We have (x ~2 V q*. For each ,13* E q* we have uIs.+q *+ since 
if f3 E I’ then t!-u,,*Z Q, while if p EJ’ then t’ko,~~Y ucl by the special cast just 
considered. Now if a E I’, then q’ c I’~, so ti-I,),, ={(P, : y E y*>. If (Y E J ‘. then 
q* E J’. so t’l-u,?(u, : YE@) by the special case. In either case u,,q * 
(v, : y E q*)Z “‘(Q : p E q}, as desired. This completes the proof that V p G V 4 
implies (v, : a E p)Z *(we : f3 E q). 
Conversely, suppose p, q G I’ are finite, and (u.~ : y G p)Z *(II, : S E y). Let (Y = 
V p, f3 = V q. We must show o! <p, From the converse direction just proved it 
follow; that IJ,, I *(u, : y E p) and t+( = *(II& : S E (I}. Hence v,, 2 *u,+ Fix II E w, 
p’~l’, f3”,J’ such that @=@‘vp”, f3”={f3:‘)p~~p”). and ug=” 
( r’[4 ’ 9 r”((3”)). We consider two special cases first. and then the general case. 
C:*asc (tl: o G I’. Let go 1, be such that 
r’i- u,, = g(u,,, a”(p”),. 
Since all the fret variables in this formula arc among the fret variables of f*, and 
t’ is a conservative extension of I”. we can replace I’ by f”. It follows that for some 
Hl E O_l 
t,,, l-t:, = g(u,+ vcp”,). 
We may assume m > II. By Lemma 5.4 
for all f3:’ =G 0”. Hence by Lemma 5.3 
for some term h EL. Now by (5.n) 
Recalling the defin,tion of f,,, it fallows that for some a,. . . . . a, E Ii and some 
g,(U), . . ., gr(ulE L 
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It follows that 
we get that 
It follows by (5.2) that LY < p’v V (p;” 1 i E r}s p, as required. 
Case (2): ct8 E J’. Let 01 = n,, so that V, =*V’(Q), (Y = V(pT 1 /3~~a}_ It is 
sufficient to show that /3f”< p whenever p:“G (Y. So suppose p:” < cx. Then 
u;“?“fi”‘(a) &+&2 *uti &(ug,, ii”(p Choose s E o large enough so that s > 
HI, H and 
t, tuyz (up ctl-p”)}. 
By Lemma 5.4 t,to~“=fia”(P~)r\u/‘r P(p~) for each p,, “j=~q”. Since PI”= 
V {p: j pi< p;“}, it sufices to show p:a 6 whenever 0;~ of”. So suppose p;i< 
pi”. From the above we have 
If k -=x 0, then pi E I’ and we are done by Case (1). Suppose 1: 3 0. As in Case (1) 
there is a term h E L suc11 that 
Certainly if uh did not occur in $(Q”) then the above could not be a theorem, 
since we could vary v: without changing the value of It(u,+ I?‘@“)). Therefore u: 
occurs in G”(p”), or in other words /3: < p”. But p”< 0, so pi<& as required. 
Case (3): CXEI--(IU_l). Then CY=CX’V~” for some ~‘EI’, CY”EJ+ such that 
u,, = *(v,#* IJ,~~>. Since u, 2: *us we have v,Z *up and II,,.: *Q, so by Cases (1) and 
(8, (Y’S 6 and G”< 0. Therefore cy = (Y’V Q”< p, as required. This completes the 
proof that i satisfes (5.2). 
WC now verify that ? satisfies !5.1). Let cy,,. . . , a, E I’. f(uI,, . . . , u,. Z)E L be 
given. Let cy = (Y,,v - 1 - va,. By (5.2) ?I-(u,,,, . . . . u,,} = (u,., u,,,), where LY’E I, 
(Y”E J and IY = (Y’L a”. Since a”6& we have by (5.2) v,Z *vi. Thus there 
exists n E w such that 
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Now letting f*(t), go L be such that (5.11) holds we have 
Now by Lemma 5.5 we have u;= *II~.~~ for all p,, s i G q,,. Consequently there are 
terms F= F(v,,, I.+,, . + . 9 upgn, z) and G = G(v,,, upn,, . . . , vpzn, z) E I_. such that 
Let hi L be such that t’ h(vZ)=va:;. Define k(w) = max {h(x) 1 x s w}. Then 
t’l-Vw(k(w)< v p; ---) w c u(;). Making appropriate substitutions we conclude that 
Now if v,,, vBn,, . . . , vgzn do not actual’ly occur in F or G (in particular if 
I’ = fl), then we are done since (5.12) then has the form required by (5.1). 
Otherwise by (5.1) applied to t and F there exist F*(z), G*(.z)E L and a finite 
B c_ l+, S,,E B such that 
We may assume TtVz(z =S G*:(r). We claim that 
t’tVr(G”(z)<~,~,4k(G)<v,~). (5.14) 
To see this let ~‘=ol’vSOv~llv * * * VP;,, so that ~~,~*iic(zl~,, v , vpzl,, . . + ,TJ,~,,) 
by (5.2). Now define H(u) E L so that 
(5.15) 
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Since ul;=*uvB:;, let K(v)E L be such that 
mar: {K(X) 1 x G w}. Then !ol-L(H(~,,))< u:l by 
r’t-H(~*~)< v,;. Combining thi:; with (5.15) we 
Now combining (5.12), (5.13) and (5.14) we 
t’ I-K(u,:;) = v;;. 
the construction 
get (5.14). 
conclude that 
Define L(w) = 
of t,,. Therefore 
where C=fiU{Ptl,..., @ii,,). This completes the proof that i satisfies (5. I), and 
thereby the proof of Claim B. The proof of Theorem 5.1 is compleie. 
6 
The lattices in Section 5 were obtained uniformly by the method of strongly 
definable Z-types. This is a generalization of Gaifman’s notion of a definable type. 
In fact Gaifman’s pioneering work in the theory of definable and end extensional 
l-types forms the essential background to our work in Section S, though we had 
to go beyond l-types to achieve our results. In this section we characterize those 
distributive lattices which can be obtained by definable and by end-extensionaf 
1 -types. 
For brevity we say a definable type r prclduces a lattice D itf VM!=T 
Lt r M(t)lM) = 0. In [3] Gaifman posed the following two conjectures: 
Conjecture 6.1. For every finite distributive lattice D there is a definable l-type 
r(tl) which produces D. 
Conjecture 6.2. For every finite distributive lattice D such that D has a unique 
atom there is an end extensional l-type I(U) which produces D. 
in [‘J] Schmerl verified both of these conjectures. Here we show that the 
construction presented in Section 5 also confirms these conjectures and in fact can 
be used to characterize all distributive lattices which can be produced by either of 
the two kinds of l-types. 
Theorem 6.3. Let D be a distributive lattice. Then the followirzg are equivalent: 
(i) Tllere is a definable (end e.uterzsional) l-type t(o) which produces D. 
(ii) D is complete, K,,-compactly generated and VII is compact (and for any 
m~~zero LY, p E D, cy A /3 is nonzero). 
Proof. (i)=$(ii). Immediate by Proposition 2.4 (and by Gaifman’s observation [3 
Theorems 2.21 and 3.101 that if t(v) is end extensional and a, b E M(t)- M then 
there exists c E (M(a) 17 M(b)) - M). 
(ii)+(i). Assume D is complete, &compactly generated. and V DE K’. Let 
rYU&K’ be the strongly definable type constructed in the proof of Theorem 5.1 
for producing D. Let /3, = V D and l(u) = {e(u) 1 O(ZI,,)E t*}. Now for any formula 
B(o. Z)E L there exist (Y E: K’. ~,(z)E L and gfz)~ L such that 
For any constant term no L. I”~~(T)<u,,, whence tb8(u, vTT)c>u(TT). Thus I is 
definaklc. 
Now suppose M(b) is a t-extension of M. By the construction of t* (in 
particular by (5.2), for each p E I<’ there exists a term fti(u)~ L such that 
t*l-~ = fp(uls,). Define h, = f,(b) in M(b). Using the definition of t(u) it is routine 
to show that M(b) = kf(h,),, Ii a is a I”-extension of M and hence Lt (M(b)/M)= 
D. Thus r produces D. as required. 
Now assume in addition that for any IY, @ E D’, cll A /3 E ZY. in other words D 
has no divisors. We must find a end extensim type t(v) which produces D. 
This i:: the only case in which we must do some additional work since Theorem 
5. I will nut yield this conclusion automatically. We describe how to strengthen the 
proof of Theorem 5.1 to get the desired conclusion. 
Since V 3 is compact, clearly the proof of Theorem 5. I can be carried out with 
only one application of Claim B; that is, we merely carry out (a modified version 
of) the construction given in the proof of Claim B for the case I = {Cl), /3:; = f3, = 
V D. Then J = I= K and t*(t~~)~~~. is produced after the first run through Claim 
B. 
The only changes occur in the choice and indexing of the sets B,, (see (5.3-5.6). 
Given B,, we modify the procedure used to obtain B,,, , as follows. Using the 
assumptions about D, find y E II’ such that y <A B,,, a.td find 6 E K*, S < y. Let 
B,, = B,, UC&). N L)W proceed to find B,,,, satisfying (5.3) and (5.4) as before but 
with fi,, replacing B,,. This modification insures that there exists an element 
IJ E %,,,I such thal cr < f3 for all j3 f B,, (namely ts.ke any (Y E B,,+1 such that a s 8)). 
With this accomplished, the indexing of B,,+I is particularly easy: Let B,, +, = 
{/3;;*‘, . . . , p; ‘I,. . . , p:;,:‘,;} with pi;,,‘.; = a. Property (55) is of course trivial and 
(5.6) is immediate from 
(6.1) 
Since all the properties used in the proof of Claim B still hold, the remainder of 
the construction goes through as before. Let t”(uO)n, K. be the resulting type and 
fet t(u) be obtained from t” as above. We have shown that t produces D. We must 
show t is end extensional. By Lemma 3.6 it is sufficient to show t is strongly 
definable. 
Let O(u, Z)E L be given. Since t” is strongly definable, we can find ar E Ki, 
~@(z)E L and g(z) E L so t’i?at t*!-Vz(g(z) <u, --f ((HII,,, 2)~ g@,(z))). Digging 
back into the proof of Claim B, find n E w so that (Y = //{PI’ ( f3:‘s a). Now using 
(5.2). (6.1), and Lemma 5.5 we have that 
it’ as in the proof of Claim IS), Using the crucial fact that t’f-I_$‘+ ’ 4 u:i,,,f for all 
O~jjq,,+1, it is now easy (b! taking various maximums along the way) to define 
a term JI(W)E L so that r’l-V;(v, ~g(z) -+ uo, s h(z)). It follows that 
Thus t is strongly definable. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.3. 
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